Present: Phil Jones, John Jordan, Pierce Rigrod,
Absent: Tom Faber, Michelle Russell, Judith Stout, Amy Sulborski

The meeting convened at 7:03 PM. Minutes of Meeting for May 20, 2015 were approved.

Topics discussed:

- **Old Home Day, August 15, 2015:** Phil has coordinated with the OHD Committee. He will discuss the idea of model solar powered cars racing/demonstration similar to the Solar Sprint etc. with Susie Spikol. The solar powered water pump will include a raffle that will end at 1:00 PM, the winners to be notified after the drawing. Pierce will pick up the effort to have highly efficient cars join the parade and be available for inspection afterwards. John will invite Mike Kocinos to participate.

- **Community solar gardens:** Phil reported that Mark Fernald, Attorney, has advised HEAT to abandon plans to organize as a not-for-profit entity and instead file for incorporation as a Limited Liability Company (LLC), per RSA 304-C: 31.. The organization would adhere to the provisions of RSA 301A, a Cooperative Association. The filing fee ($100.00) and filing form (LLC-1) were discussed. It was decided to postpone establishing the corporation pending further planning and perhaps the identification of a desirable site. John advised that once formed, the corporation would function independently of HEAT which as a town committee would be prohibited for directly conducting such a venture. Pierce suggested the Peterborough Chamber of Commerce might offer some support in development, an idea Phil will follow up.

As there was no other business to discuss with the reduced turn out present, we adjourned at 8:55PM.

Respectfully, Phil Jones, Secretary

Next Meeting: Wednesday, July 15, 2015.  7:00 PM

###